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Builds on existing solutions
The Brokerage is complimentary as long as existing waste frameworks and
contracts contain a ‘retain ownership of material’ option
strategic management – national aggregation of resource materials
In isolation the Brokerage will not deliver the Circular Economy – but it does
make it easier to reach

The current environment will not deliver the inward investment needed in
Scotland to stimulate the creation of a circular economy. This is primarily due
to the commercial risk profile that the private sector would have to overcome
from contracting with multiple public bodies in order to generate a sustainable
supply chain of materials.
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ZWS - Inward Investment
The brokerage is being centrally-funded in order to bring inward
investment into Scotland’s secondary materials industry
Inward investment requires contracts that commit volumes of
materials UP-FRONT for between seven and ten years (this
is true regardless of the chosen model for the brokerage)
Procurement Scotland - Compliance with the public procurement
rules
Public bodies cannot impose conditions on public bodies to locate
jobs or facilities in a particular area (this is true regardless of the
chosen model for the brokerage)
Contracts for services between separate public bodies have to be
competed and must be open for bids from private companies (use
of Agency Agreements can resolve this)
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If councils withdraw (which has never happened before in a Scottish Government
collaborative contract), tonnages will be pursued elsewhere within the public sector
and SCPD will provide support and contract management to promote material
consistency and contract uniformity.
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• Suppliers have to deal with multiple tenders of various length,
frequency and end-date
• This uncertainty of supply leads to:
 Lack of investment in processors
 Short-termism in sales contracts (due to uncertainty of supply)
 Short-termism in sales inhibits investment in reprocessors
• Money flows between Councils and processors only (direction of flow
depends on quality of material and market conditions)
• Final destination of materials sometimes not clear
• Management information inconsistent and difficult to gather
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• Councils own material for longer than at present
• Brokerage places and manages contracts for services AND contracts for
sales of the same length and common end-date leading to certainty of
supply
• Certainty of supply enables:
 Inward investment in processors
 Inward investment in factories
• Money flows from Councils to Processors and from re-processors to
Councils
• Absolute clarity in destination of materials
• Provision of standardised management information built-into all
contracts
• Complete transparency of price, right to end-destination
THIS IS A MODEL THAT IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR DMR
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• Councils own material for longer than at present
• Brokerage places and manages contracts for services AND contracts for sales
of the same length and common end-date leading to certainty of supply
• Certainty of supply enables:
 Inward investment into processors
 Inward investment into factories
•
•
•
•

Money flows from Councils to Processors and from Factories to Councils
Improved clarity in destination of materials
Provision of standardised management information built-into all contracts
Some transparency of price but Processor has increased opportunity to
obscure some quality, sales or prices relative to Model One

THIS IS A MODEL THAT IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR DMR
Advert for DMR to be issued in the spring of 2016
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• Councils own material for the same time as at present
• Brokerage places and manages contracts for Sale/Disposal of

materials of the co-ordinated and greatly increased length and
common end-date leading to certainty of supply for processor

• Certainty of supply will give limited (but improved) support to:
 Inward investment into processors
 Some inward investment into factories
 Money flows from Councils to Processors and from Factories to
Processors
 Some improvement in knowledge of destination of materials
(fewer destinations for longer periods)
 Provision of standardised management information built-into
all contracts
THIS IS THE PRIMARY MODEL WE PLAN TO USE FOR RESIDUAL
Advert for residual waste to be issued in November 2015
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• Councils own material for the same time as at present
• Brokerage places and manages contracts for Sale/Disposal of
materials of the same length and common end-date leading to
certainty of supply for processor
• Certainty of supply will give limited (but improved) support to:
 Inward investment into processors
 Some inward investment into factories
• Money flows from Councils to Processors and from Factories to Processors
• Some improvement in knowledge of destination of materials (fewer destinations
for longer periods)
• Provision of standardised management information built-into all contracts
• THIS IS THE PRIMARY MODEL WE AIM TO PURSUE FOR COLOUR-SEPARATED
GLASS (NOTE – WE DO NOT RULE OUT THE POSSIBILITY OF INTERMEDIARY
PROCESSORS BIDDING FOR THIS)
• WE ARE EXPLORING THIS MODEL FOR OTHER SOURCE-SEPARATED MATERIALS
Glass advert to be issued in the New Year
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• Suppliers have to deal with multiple tenders of various length, frequency and enddate
• This uncertainty of supply leads to:
 Lack of investment in processors
 Short-termism in sales contracts (due to uncertainty of supply)
 Short-termism in sales inhibits investment in re-processors
• Money flows between Councils and processors only (direction of flow depends on
quality of material and market conditions)
• Final destination of materials sometimes not clear
• Management information inconsistent and difficult to gather
•
•
•

•
•
•

For suppliers, if there are fluctuations in tonnages or quality, it means they will
have one point of contact to deal with these issues rather than having to deal
with each council individually.
Price fluctuations for quality and volume influencing the asset values to be
realised through contracts placed will be passed on to the central finance of a
council, allowing for stability in processing pricing.
Rejected loads may be dealt with by applying different prices for different
qualities. Open book pricing, options for re-processing, shared cost models may
be considered depending on the waste stream involved. Rejections will be
diverted to the residual stream.
Contracts will be between service providers and councils participating for that
waste stream
SMEs should consider where they fit in the supply chain and if appropriate,
pursue relationships to participate in the Brokerage
Bidders must bid for all requirements, they cannot bid for part of a contract
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